Many Candidates For Office As House Elections Near

By GRANT BLAINEKTON

While questioning in smoggy Tuscon last February 6-8, College's AFROTC Drill Team, along with other ROTC drill teams, placed seventh in their class of eight in the Sunshine City Drill Competition held at DelValdeondor APS as part of their annual "Aerospace and Arizona Days!" The team of 26 cadets and Team Commander Chuck Leonard was accompanied by Captain Stephanie, Captain quo and Sergeant Ventura, of the detachment staff, and by Cadet Majors Joseph English and L. R. Hill and Cadet General William Rickes. After getting up at 6:00 a.m. Friday morning, the team began to work of fun by getting caught in the early morning traffic on the way to International Airport, then boarded a Fast, comfortable (but stewardless) four-engine C-133.

Upon arrival in Tucson all proceeded to their quarters — Air Force to a pleasent motel downtown. Also, we had a great chance to walk around the town and to visit some of the local sites.

France's Role To Be Noted

Gerard de la Villersbramante, counsel of France's Embasy in Washington, D. C., will lecture on "Protests in World Politics" at Dabney Lounge at 5:30 p.m. next Monday. The pubilc is invited.

The audience will have an opportunity to ask questions in a question and answer period following the lecture, which will be given in English. Dr. Alfred Stern, professor of political science, will be chairman.

The lecture is a special event during World War II which was granted by the Free French forces.

Loser Of The Week" Sought In Contest

By J. C. SIMPSON

About a month ago a Ruddock fresh received from one of his friends a brown and yellow letterhead of chain letter. This chain letter replaced the customary "singing of the gates," to be followed by a description of a picture to the first person on the list, in order to further investigate this marvelous chain letter several fresh began a special campaign to the students of the. The letters and accompanying pictures are included here. Ruddock's fresh group, headed by Doug Gage, is at present contesting the "loser of the year" contest in which these two people are finalists. Votrs on either of these contests are welcome and should be placed in the "loser of the year" contest.

The best "loser" will be published in next week's Tech.

Contestant 1, Barbara Kevin Brewer, is a junior. "This is about the worst picture ever taken of me. It was taken from a plane, and the only thing available to include is a short autobiographical sketch. Two of the letters and accompanying

ROTC Team Seventh In Tuscon Competition

BY GRANT BLAINEKTON

The election of William Clayton and Henry Dreyfus to Caltech's board of trustees was announced by board chairman Dr. Julian B. A. Blackwood.

Clayton is president of the Clayton Manufacturing Company, Los Angeles. He was born in Kentucky in 1906 and attended St. Louis University in New Jersey. He was engaged in the cotton business until 1929 when he moved to California and founded the company he now heads.

Dreyfus, internationally known industrial designer, was born in New York City in 1904.

(Continued on page 2)
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Scrippsies Discuss Caltech

Pre-Scripps girls discussed at the YMCA Dinner Club Monday night in Chatti's hall, their attitude towards marriage being a mutual mate and preparing themselves for life. The discussion was led by Mike Emert.

One girl stated that good education would help her find the man she wants in life. The purpose of Scripps, according to another, is to prepare women for life. It was commented that a girl who lays about is defined as "cannot prepare herself breadthly" and there is a difference between boys and girls in the education requirements needed.

That is the first step to make the Scripps girl a family with their education.

One girl denied that Scripps girls go to college just to find a husband, even though many do get married during their college stay. She expressed concern whether the man picks the girl or the girl picks her husband. A married student stated the only thing she remembers is walking down the aisle — "I just don't know who will hit me." In rebuttal, a Scripps girl said, "Doesn't a boy choose a girl he wants, you know?" 

A courageous Caltech student said that the girls "are completely irrational and emotional." The girls claimed that they want a man "with a creative attitude toward life."
Emerymen Have Active Week; Chesebro in Record 50 Free

In a very busy week, Caltech's varsity swim team competed in dual meets and Caltech's varsity tennis team won their first league game.

The tennis team defeated Claremont 6-2, 1-G, 0-3, G-I; this was the first league victory for the team.

BY DENNIS MCREARY

For the second time in a row, the Tech team, showing a little more hustle on defense, and getting five straight clutch baskets from guard Gary Dahlman, suddenly discovered that it was half time and they were leading 27-32.

In contrast to the first half, the second half turned out to be a cliff hanger as both teams cooled off considerably. The defense tightened up and both teams would go for long spells during which there was plenty of shooting but no scoring. As things finally turned out, both teams made exactly five baskets during the second half as Dahlman was responsible for two of the Beavers' tallies. Although the Beavers held the lead all the way through the second half, it was not at all clear that they would win as Claremont was always one or two points behind and even managed to tie it up 21-21.

In the last minute of the game, the Beavers began to foul in an attempt to get the ball. The referees connected on the charity tosses to build up a five point lead in the last 30 seconds of the game and clinch the victory.

Scoring for Caltech was 55-52.

Glendale Community College 39-50

The frosh basketball team closed out the season last Saturday night with a thrilling come from behind, 52-42 victory over the LA Verne College Junior Varsity, who had won their last fifteen games. This win gave the frosh a 2-15 record for the year.

Jim Pearson led the frosh with 21 points, followed by John Tucker with 14, and Vlas with 10.

The final game was a cliffhanger as both teams scored and cooled off considerably. The defense tightened up and both teams would go for long spells during which there was plenty of shooting but no scoring. As things finally turned out, both teams made exactly five baskets during the second half as Dahlman was responsible for two of the Beavers' tallies. Although the Beavers held the lead all the way through the second half, it was not all clear that they would win as Claremont was always one or two points behind and even managed to tie it up 21-21.

In the last minute of the game, the Beavers began to foul in an attempt to get the ball. The referees connected on the charity tosses to build up a five point lead in the last 30 seconds of the game and clinch the victory.

Scoring for Caltech was 55-52.

The Bell Telephone Companies

Phil Lacy (B.S.E.E., 1960) is a Data Equipment Engineer with Pacific Telephone in Sacramento. When computers from Folsom, California, "got on the line" with computers from Livermore, for example, Phil makes sure their conversation is accurate.

This is not Phil's first challenging assignment. He previously designed circuits and specified equipment for one of the first installations of Wide Area Telephone Service--a special new service for businesses that make many Long Distance calls.

Phil Lacy and the other young engineers like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring the finest communications service in the world to the homes and businesses of a growing America.
**Terriers At Ash Grove**

BY LEE MOLHO

The four of them rushed onto the small stage, picked up their instruments, and sang out. Their voices blended with a quiet smoothness that gave way to a pushing, driving verve that wrapped the audience into a small package sitting somewhere near their feet. The Tarriers stayed for the second half and kept this lead throughout the second half. Tuesday night against Redlands, the firm suffered its most humiliating loss of the season, 112-42. Tucker predicted his scoring with 14 points and Yudelson had 10.

The Tarriers have changed quite a bit since their last appearance in town. For one thing, a fourth Tarrier, Marshall Brickman, has been added to the original trio of Clarence Cooper, Bob Carey, and Eric Weissberg. Brickman is the youngest man, has been added to the Tarriers two more weekends, until March 10.

**Junior Year in New York**

An unusual one-year college program

Write for brochure J-2

**ATTENTION DABNEY FRESHMEN:**

Two more weekends, until March 10.
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